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CITY OF RICHLAND
2015 COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides an executive summary of the results of Richland’s 2015 Community Survey. The Communications and Marketing Office administered
the municipal survey during late 2015.
In 2011, a baseline survey was created for the primary purpose of asking residents to assess their level of satisfaction with City Council-identified
benchmarks and to obtain input toward potential goals for the Strategic Leadership Plan (SLP).
This is the fifth consecutive year that City Council has requested this community survey. The information received is invaluable as we assess our priorities
and objectives moving forward. This will also guide the municipal staff in, first, identifying the objectives to reach the goals and, second, recommending
a budget for future years that will accomplish those objectives.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
The City conducted its 2015 survey through a web-based service. The City mailed postcards to a sampling of 4,250 residents, selected at random from the
City’s utility customer base, inviting them to participate in the survey and instructing them how to access the survey via the City’s website.
The postcard invited recipients without internet access and those who preferred a paper survey to request one by phoning the Communications and
Marketing Office. 21 residents requested paper copies of the survey; 15 of those completed and returned their surveys.
There was a total completion of 491 surveys compared to 750 in 2014. This is a significant drop in participation. We could attribute this to a transition
in management as well as a slight delay in distribution during the holiday season. The margin of error for the 2015 survey is 5%. These results may be
extrapolated to the City’s entire population with a 95% confidence level. This means that if the survey were conducted 100 times, the data would be within
5 percentage points above or below the percentage reported in 95 of the 100 surveys.
Source of survey sample
Notification to invitees
Number of responses obtained
Margin of error

Random computer selection from the City’s utility billing records, limited to residential accounts with a
Richland mailing address.
Invitation postcard from Mayor and City Manager
491
+ or – 5%

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
The geographical distribution of the randomly selected survey respondents was 42.6% for resident north of Williams, 37.5% south (or west) of the Yakima
River, and 19.8% south of Williams and north (or east) of the Yakima River. Survey respondents compared to actual population percentages are: north
of Williams received 42.9% of the responses with a population base of 38.1%; south of Williams and north (or east) of the Yakima River received close to
21.1% with a population count of 24.1%; and south (or west) of the Yakima River received a response rate of 36.0%, with a population count at 37.8%.
The curve of survey respondents tends to be older than the general populace because children are not asked to complete the survey. In addition, the 11.9%
participation rate in the 21-39 year-old group increased from 3.1% in 2014. This is lower than the actual population, while participation among older
age groupings is higher than the population. The highest number of responses came in at nearly 48.6% from the 40-64 age group, followed closely by the
65-80 age group at almost 34%. The survey was taken by 5.2% over the age of 80.
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STATISTICAL RESULTS
The survey asked respondents to assess their level of satisfaction, from excellent to poor, in eight areas, as identified by City Council for inclusion in the Key
Statistics.
For each of the eight benchmarks, residents overwhelmingly indicated good to excellent satisfaction levels. Almost 83%, up 6% from the prior year and 9%
up from 2013, of the respondents rated the direction the City is now headed as good to excellent. The good to excellent rating for the City’s future planning
was down approximately 2% from the previous year for a rating of 69%.
Satisfaction levels of good to excellent for street cleanliness and water quality remained in the 80th percentiles from the previous year with an increase of
3% and a slight decrease of almost 3%, respectively. Neighborhood safety satisfaction levels of greater than good remained the same for an overall rank of
92%. Parks Services and Recreation Services each remained statistically unchanged for a good to excellent rating of 93% and 88%, respectively. The Library
services rating of 96% for good to excellent satisfaction levels has remained the same for the last four surveys.
Ninety-four percent of respondents said that Richland is a good to excellent place to live, which is slight down by 1% than the 2014 rate. Almost 86%
percent, statistically consistent since 2012, said that their household receives good to excellent value for their City dollars.
In addition, approximately 94% continue to indicate they are informed about City of Richland services, programs, and projects. Of note, 77% of respondents
said they obtain information from the City’s monthly utility bill inserts, which is down by 5% from the 2014 rate. The City uses a multi-pronged approach
to communicate messages to residents and businesses to effectively reach a variety of demographics. In addition to the utility bill inserts, there was an
increase in other communication resources, most notably the City Website and other printed material, the local newspaper and television news. We
continue to see an increase in social media engagement as well.
Staff have been able to streamline the survey responses to include questions pertaining to City emergency response services. The excellent to good
satisfaction levels for those citizens who utilized the Richland Ambulance Services was at 97%, down slightly from 2014. The Richland Fire Department
remained at 100% satisfaction level for the past three years.
The Richland Police Department (RPD) rating of good to excellent jumped another 2% for a total of almost 90%. The survey asked respondents to prioritize
potential issues based on their concern level and the top four responses changed significantly from the last two years. The top two in order were Traffic
Congestion and Traffic Behavior vs. gangs and illegal drugs in previous years. Overall criminal activity and gangs ranked third and fourth respectively.
There were two open ended questions asked pertaining to the RPD; one asked for other potential community issues and the other asked for recommendations
to improve the services of the RPD. The responses did vary significantly with the common themes centered on enforcement of code violations and traffic
infractions. Concerns regarding distracted drivers is a more recent theme as is concern regarding an increase in panhandling, and those in support of or
against marijuana production/sales within the City. The second set of responses included suggestions to add more police, increase visibility/presence in the
community, and more outreach.
Like the past four surveys, the 2015 survey asked for responders to consider the Seven Key Areas of the Strategic Leadership Plan (SLP) and indicate which
keys the City Council should focus on in 2015-2017. Each of the respondents were given an opportunity to prioritize the seven Keys.
The responses slightly favored Key 1: Financial Stability and Operational Effectiveness with 34% choosing this as the highest priority slightly over Key 7:
Neighborhoods and Community Safety which received 33% highest priority ratings. The remaining Keys in order by number of responses were: Key 2:
Infrastructure and Facilities; Key 3: Economic Vitality; Key 5: Natural Resources Management; Key 6: Community Amenities; and Key 4: Targeted Investments.

KEY 1: FINANCIAL STABILITY AND OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
There was one major theme that surfaced from the general comments provided, which was consistent with previous years: keep expenses low and do not
be wasteful with public money.
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The consensus was to maintain financial stability and to not raise rates or taxes. The approved 2015 budget is 3.5% increase over 2014 with no property
tax increase. The municipal budgets continue to be burdened as less money is available from federal and state governments. This practice is expected to
continue and the City takes this under consideration as planning discussions occur.

KEY 2: INFRASTRUCTURE AND FACILITIES
Traffic Planning was the remained the most common theme. The comments included long range planning and the need to regularly maintain the streets.
Several responders mentioned the timing of the street lights as an issue with traffic flow during peak drive times.
For the fourth year in a row, the Duportail Street Bridge was mentioned frequently as was improving traffic congestion on Queensgate.
Solid Waste Collection, more specifically the recycling and yard waste collection programs, was mentioned several times. Comments included a
recommendation to make yard collection a year-round activity, a request for the City to offer more household hazardous waste collections, and a suggestion
to require recycling for all residents. All of these comments and recommendations are consistent to those received in the previous surveys.

KEY 3: ECONOMIC VITALITY
Attracting more businesses into Richland remained the main topic identified for Key 3. Respondents encourage more businesses, while offering some of
their own recommendations. This has been consistent feedback on other surveys; regardless of an increase in large and small businesses that have been
recruited during that same timeframe.

KEY 4: TARGETED INVESTMENTS
The consensus was that core Richland, 650 George Washington Way to the Uptown, should be a redevelopment focus. Some responders mentioned the
need to focus on the core area of Richland since the outer parts of Richland are now being developed. Some encouraged better defining a “downtown” as
opposed to looking like a “suburb”.

KEY 5: NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Protecting open space was the main message reiterated throughout the comments received. Some responders called out specific locations, Howard Amon,
The Shelterbelt. Most comments discouraged development at all, which is unlike previous surveys where respondents have been favorable to a balance of
well planned development complimenting open space.

KEY 6: COMMUNITY AMENITIES
The written responses for this Key were mixed from a community need for more ball athletic venues, and a performing arts center. There were a few
recommendations for better bicycling paths and a large indoor pool.

KEY 7: NEIGHBORHOODS AND COMMUNITY SAFETY
As in past surveys, code enforcement again topped the list with the most comments received for Key 7. The condition of older neighborhoods was called
out as an area for emphasis. Unlike previous surveys, specific comments regarding the RPD were not as common under this Key, but respondents had the
more opportunities than previous years for RPD comments earlier in the survey.

CONCLUSION
The overall consensus of the 2015 Community Survey is that the City is moving in the right direction. Although, some ratings differed from previous years,
they remained statistically similar.
The 2015 survey’s open-ended comments and concerns were similar to those made in the past four surveys. The emphasis in code enforcement, traffic
planning, and economic development continue to be priorities.
Complete survey results are available from Communications and Marketing Office.
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CHARTS, GRAPHS & DATA
1. As you think about the City of Richland, please rate your satisfaction level with each of the following.
Answer Options
Safety In Your Neighborhood
Overall Library Services
Overall Parks Services
Overall Recreation Services
Cleanliness Of Streets
Water Quality
The City As A Place To Live
Direction The City Is Now Headed
The City’s Future Planning
Pavement Condition
Availability and Safety of Sidewalks
Solid Waste Collection Services

Excellent

Good

237
252
203
146
145
194
264
83
55
60
105
190

207
191
246
269
273
222
189
266
256
249
247
228

Fair

Poor

Response Count

38
5
21
1
26
4
56
3
61
8
57
15
30
0
106
20
128
27
152
23
108
26
53
14
answered question
skipped question
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487
465
479
474
487
488
483
475
466
484
486
485
489
2
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2. As you think about the City of Richland, please indicate where you obtain information about city services, programs and
projects. (Choose as many as apply.)
Answer Options
CityView TV (Cable Channel 192 and Streaming)
City of Richland Facebook Page
City of Richland Twitter Account
City of Richland Website
City of Richland YouTube Channel
Printed City Materials
Richland Utility Bill Inserts
Local Newspaper
Local Radio Station
Local TV Station

8
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Response Percent
6.2%
11.3%
0.6%
52.2%
0.6%
51.5%
77.0%
62.0%
23.2%
42.5%
answered question
skipped question

Response Count
30
55
3
254
3
251
375
302
113
207
487
4

3. As a Richland resident, please indicate how informed you are about city services, programs and projects.
Answer Options
Very Well Informed
Somewhat Informed
Not Informed

Response
Percent
16.2%
77.5%
6.3%
answered question
skipped question

Response Count
79
379
31
489
2

4. Did you or someone in your household use the Richland Ambulance Services (EMS) within the past 12 months?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response Percent

Response Count

8.0%
92.0%
answered question
skipped question

39
450
489
2
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4a. Based on your experience, please indicate your satisfaction level with the services of Richland Ambulance Services (EMS).
Answer Options
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
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Response Percent

Response Count

89.7%
7.7%
2.6%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

35
3
1
0
39
452

5. Did you or someone in your household use the services of the Richland Fire Department within the past 12 months?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response Percent

Response Count

3.5%
96.5%
answered question
skipped question

17
465
482
9

5a. Based on your experience, please indicate your satisfaction level with the services of the Richland Fire Department.
Answer Options
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Response
Percent
87.5%
12.5%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response Count
21
3
0
0
24
467
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6. Did you or someone in your household have contact with the Richland Police Department within the past 12 months?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent
26.9%
73.1%
answered question
skipped question

Response Count
130
354
484
7

6a. Based on your experience, please indicate your satisfaction level with the services of the Richland Police Department.
Answer Options
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
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Response
Percent
60.2%
30.1%
9.0%
0.8%
answered question
skipped question

Response Count
80
40
12
1
133
358

7. Please rank these potential community issues from 1 (most concerned) to 7 (least concerned); use each number only
once.
Answer Options
Gangs
Illegal Drugs
Traffic Behavior (Speeding, Running
Stop Signs, Etc.)
Traffic Congestion
Vandalism
Vehicle Prowls
Overall Criminal Activity

Most
Concerned
1
74
50

2

3

4

5

6

48
82

58
64

53
57

61
58

53
89

Least
Concerned
7
91
36

106

88

49

54

40

53

55

110
19
15
76

99
43
46
47

50
81
71
86

41
101
80
69

40
92
82
66

39
62
82
49

65
36
58
72

Rating
Average

Response
Count

4.15
3.92

438
436

3.48

445

3.40
4.23
4.49
3.94
answered question
skipped question
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434
434
465
484
7
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8. Are there other potential community issues that need to be addressed?
These open ended responses are presented as written without editing.

• Concern about vehicle prowls
• Not happy with Duportail linked to Stevens Drive by Rite Aid, creating more traffic on Stevens Drive.
• What’s very concerning is the amount of drug use and availability in the Middle and High Schools
• Noise Control specially at night.
• The city leaders give the appearance of “pie in the sky” thinking with grand spending plans rather than staying focused on the quality of life. How many
roads that were once two lanes are not reduced to single lanes? The hope was to reduce and redirect traffic flow. Instead you have created a more
dangerous situation with frustrated drivers blowing through lights because of longer wait times. When we had two lanes we were able to move traffic
much smoother.
• Crazy irresponsible non-attentive drivers in residential areas around Swift Blvd.
• Tear down the eye sore which is The “Uptown Mall” and update that area and draw real mall goers.
• Transients and street panhandling.
• I’ve witnessed people speeding coming into the Steptoe round-about ignoring the 20 mph signs. Police should be more active in that area.
• Consistent Police presence in South Richland, specifically, along Canyon Street from Steptoe to Amon.
• Using a Cell Phone while driving. This includes texting. I know there is a law, but is it enforced? I see way too many people doing this.
• Only been here 2 months so not here long enough to know
• Not unusual for garbage cans to be left open or incompletely emptied in my town house group after trash pickup!
• Legalize the pot trade - the citizens of the state passed the law - why not Richland?
• Cars run stop sign all the time
• better marking of school zones -- especially when turning onto major streets e.g. Van Giesen, Wright Ave, Swift, etc.
• More frequent Police Patrols in our community of Horn Rapids
• I get the feeling that “old” Richland is being abandoned by the city management as they focus on South Richland and the area by the Duportail
extension. Richland is seen as just a place to speed through on your way to and from work at Hanford/Battelle/Energy Northwest. The recent proposal
by professional city planners (who are not from here, have no ties here and aren’t going to stay here) to alter the southern terminus of GWW to
accommodate those just passing thru our town is a bad idea that I hope has been scrapped. We need to encourage the great local businesses and
organizations working to enhance what makes out town unique rather than follow Kennewick’s model of bringing in out of state chain stores and
restaurants. I’m thinking of places like Greenie’s, Octopus Garden, Adventures Underground, Casa Mia, the Market at the Parkway, the proposed public
market in the hole southwest of Howard Amon - these are the businesses I would like to see more of.
• property maintenance in central Richland
• revitalization and infill in central Richland
• The Steptoe round-about is extremely dangerous. Traffic coming off of GW way are entering way too fast. I avoid it if at all possible.
• We believe its time for Richland to lift its ban on cannabis to take it off the streets and take it out of the criminals hands and the “black market”.
• The above list are not things I am worried about.
• More concerned about the take over of richland by Kadlec
• I fortunately live in an area in S Richland that does not have a high number of illegal activities occurring (to my knowledge).
• I live around Gage / Steptoe. Although improved, the traffic is heavy and people race to get thru the red lights because its so long before it turns green
again.
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• ** Heading North on Steptoe, the Gage intersection could have 2 lanes turning left onto Gage heading west. The lines and lights are already there. Easy
change. So left lane goes left / center lane goes left OR straight and right lane goes straight. There’s already a right hand turn lane in place.
• Overall, we live in a safe neighborhood, and a safe city. As long as the city has gang prevention strategies, and keeps the gangs from forming and
staying in our city, this shouldn’t be an issue.
• Illegal street parking and old/not used or abandon cars park on the street permanently.
• Gangs and illegal drugs are now very frequent in Richland
• Texting and using the phone while driving would both be of great concern to me, at least a 1 or 2. I see both often.
• not enough street lights
• The website of the City of Richland needs to improve.
• People driving while distracted -- cell phones, texting.
• Burglary
• Run down housing, mostly rentals and getting worse in Richland. We need covenants now! This is breeding gangs and crime.
• It seems like the city is aware of congested areas (Queensgate/Duportail, G-way around Winco & Gage & others) and is working on easing the congestion.
• Never noticed tagging on this street before, today noticed a dumpsters across the street got tagged
• People from Christ the King school and church parking and blocking residential driveways (yes, I live across from the church and this is a big problem
for residents). It would be nice if some ticketing could occur during school start and end times.
• city planning...Queensgate entrance onto freeway, schools being built so that the maximum students can arrive without use of school busses.
• There needs to be a warning sign on HWY 240 northbound to caution drives to slow down immediately after turning onto Duportail. Cottonwood Blvd
traffic is right there and visibility for drivers turning onto Duportail is poor, and made more dangerous because of drivers zipping off of 240 and right
in the lap of the Cottonwood Blvd drivers trying to turn onto Duportail.
• Specifically, the congestion on 240 during rush hour and the overpass at Queensgate are troubling.
• Way too Much Commercial Development!
• Traffic lights on G-Way and Jadwin need to be synchronized to avoid all the traffic disruptions. Vehicles entering from side streets should not have the
right of way over the main streets like they do now!
• Evening rush hour traffic on south end of G-Way is unacceptable! I live in north Richland and I gave up trying to get to Kennewick between 4 and 6 PM
any week night...it’s a night mare!
• There is problem with people not keeping yards up and having trash all over the place.
• In Pasco the banks and owners are forced to keep their yards up or the city will take care of it and charge them on their utility bill..Good idea.. 514
Davenport has garbage all over their back yard which has been complained about to the city but nothing has been done.
• What a slum...What ever has happened to Richland anyway??????
• City Manager is great as well as police..
• and code officers. But cannot they get permanent correction of code violations. amd get the city cleaned up yard wise..Maybe have a program ot
xeroscape yards like they had a progarm to insulate basements in the 1980s.
• Save on precious city water too..everyone happy here..no mowing, no large amounts of water used to water lawns with xeroscaping. just drip system
if any thing and love arrangements of grasses and rocks. as a citizen of Richland ,it would be great to have help with this as in encouragement and
education..
• Thank you for your good work Richland police!
• I’m sorry the checking of a item did not stick on this page
• Burglaries
16
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• Pasco has a lot of gangs with Kennewick so the spread does happen in Richland.
• I live in Cherrywood Estates off of Keen Road. We have very limited access from our subdivision. I think the city needs to put a turning lane in to
Cherrywoood. It is a very dangerous situation.
• Property tax and utility increases. Dvelopement of prime real estate along river seems to go to private developers. Appearences indicate they profit well
yet they do not give back to what remains open to the public.
• Homeless population and beggars on the street corners.
• The location of new pavilion doesn’t seem the wisest.
• Junk vehicles on streets
• Time to make the improvements to appearance and traffic control along Leslie Road. This was a “country lane” so to speak, when the Meadow Springs
area developments were first approved. Now high traffic counts at high speeds race through the neighborhood. Not enough has been done to mitigate
this traffic, and keep the neighborhood safe and accessible. Get the alternate routes done to provide feeders around the area and reduce traffic
• the choices are not fair ans we are most concerned about all of these
• Loud mufflers, and excessive speed on residential streets.
• Not enough lighting in some of the residential parks which gives room for unfavorable activities.
• Speeding in residential areas and school zones.
• Enforce fireworks ordinances
• A bridge to cross the Columbia in North Richland that would siphon off Hanford traffic should have at least equal priority with the Duportail Bridge. Also
solve Gage/Steptoe/Leslie traffic issues.
• Benton County acts like a debtor’s prison to poor people who have served their time but can’t pay the excessive fees. Cancel these costs for poor people.
• overdevelopement
• Many of the intersections in Richland are very unsafe. There is excessive speeding in residential neighborhoods. As they are the closest to my residence,
I feel that the intersections of Snyder & Davison, and Spengler and Davison are particular unsafe and should be converted to 4-way stops. Also,there is
excessive speeding on Davison Ave. Most likely due to traffic from Hanford High
• I just moved in to Crested Hills. Some people are parking junky looking trailers on the city streets and leaving them there forever.
• I appreciate it when the police come through the neighborhood and let us know when there is a problem with prowling and break-in problems.
• Traffic congestion is problem because lights are not timed and cross-lights come on to easy and frequently, stopping or delaying traffic. Watch the light
for Shockley onto Keene versus Elementary onto Keene.
• Keep production and sale of marijuana out of the city of Richland. It is another threat to youth and children, which they do not need.
• I’m very concerned about panhandling on private property. I think panhandling should be illegal everywhere, all the time, in the city limits, and
vigorously enforced by the police department. However, I want the police department and perhaps also trained citizen volunteers to triage all
panhandlers. Those in need should be helped to connect with appropriate community services. Those who are using it as a way to get money (I think
we have all seen examples of panhandlers “changing shifts” with others) need to be told to desist, and cited with a misdemeanor if necessary. This is an
urgent “broken window” type of community problem that needs to be vigorously addressed in order to help the homeless and mentally ill, and make
our community safe and pleasant. My 80-year-old friend was accosted in the Winco parking lot (not on the corner!) by an aggressive panhandler, and
she was frightened and did not know how to respond.
• Traffic congestion is getting to be a real problem in Ridhland.
• A traffic light is needed on 240 where it intersects with Kingsgate going into Horn Rapids.
• Dogs in neighborhood barking for hours on end... Dogs are on Highmeadow Drive
• Please hurry the Duportail bridge Queensgate/Duportail congestion is horrible in the morning
COMMUNITY SURVEY REPORT
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• I would like to see Richland offer a Solar Farm program to residents.
• One problem I see everyday is people on their cell phones while driving in heavy rush hour traffic.
• Traffic in north Richland. The growth of the industrial park has created significant congestion and increased poor driver behavior.
• The city Council apparently hates trees and seems to be making every effort to eliminate them from all the parks. New stage - totally unnecessary
expense and I don’t remember being asked if I wanted tax money spent on it. parking problems, drug problems just waiting.
• Feel quite safe, great city to live in. Thank you beautiful Richland, my husband and have lived here for last 29+ years and love it.
• Snow removal would be nice around neighborhoods every once in awhile.
• Standard mail box security
• There was a break in a house a block from our home. Heavy traffic up Adams st, cars can speed up the street.
• Give tickets to people if they are going way over the speed limits.
• none
• Lack of fast, efficient mass transit.
• Lack of legal Marijuana stores. As you know the state has declared it legal. I should be able to purchase in my hometown
• Apathy toward flood of illegal alien population.
• Not sure if it is a police issue, but there is always Barking dogs left out all the time, day after day, barking barking barking with no one home and out
in the weather with no protection.

9. What changes does your household suggest to improve the services of the Richland Police Department?
These open ended responses are presented as written without editing.

• 1. pray as you see fit for the creation and implementation of an appropriate comprehensive history law k-12 public school curriculum
• 2. pray daily for RPD and our city as you see fit.
• 3. Allocate city finances and personnel to mail municipal code to new residents upon utilities activation including a cover letter informing them how to
access the county, state and national codes of their responsibility to transmit this knowledge to any dependents in their household.
• I have no answer at this time.
• Give out more tickets for violations
• more neighborhood visibility		
• Don’t want telemarketers seeking funds for police and fire departments. Telemarketers get too large of percentage of donations.
• More enforcement of people using cell phones while driving.
• More patrols in residential areas.
• More officers on the street		
• When called to a home invasion/burglary, listen to the homeowner when they tell you where the entry was made and don’t assume it was a household
member based on one room that hadn’t been ransacked yet. Also, when the homeowner shares neighbor of interest who was seen with white trash
bag full of items and making remarks about our house being burglarized please investigate and don’t dismiss it. Pasco finally solved the case for RPD
when they could have had this solved sooner if we were taken seriously. I was face to face with burglars outside but only one was convicted. Not sure
what didn’t happen there.
• more officers			
• Drop the “undercover” street patrol cars, mark them as police vehicles and let their presence be seen in the city. Undercover work does need their
vehicles, but when you run these cars as “traffic” patrol you give off the attitude of Us against Them. RPD is a public service and should be seen as that.
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• They seem over the top - large numbers and larger guns for domestic calls. Seems more like escalation rather than when cops were called to de-escalate
a situation.
• More surveillance. Give tickets. Drivers speeding up on Swift as they approach 240 and/or coming off 240 onto Swift; not leaving space to turn into or off
Elm or Cottonwood and if they do, some clown speeding up in the right lane heading west so you can’t get pull in/out. Around 8:10 woman on their cell
phones, coming off 240 to drop other kids at Liberty Christian school-they are not paying attention nor going the speed limit. A stead stream turning
onto/off Cottonwood - same thing after school. Whether we’re walking, biking or driving-they are not paying attention.
• I think the RPD are fabulous and are up to speed and on top of their community.
• Greater visibility and presence throughout the city.
• I love our Richland Police. I think they are doing a great job.
• Having attended the Resident Police Academy two years ago, I think they are doing a GREAT job!
• We are happy with the services the Richland Police Department Provides
• Improvements to or additional Engineered Traffic Controls: 1) Improve engineered Traffic Controls at the intersection of Canyon Street and Steptoe, 2)
there is an urgent need to add additional 25 mph Residential Speed Limit Signs on Canyon Street. Commuters know that Police presence is limited and
these commuters are well aware of the windows when they can get away with speeding and other moving violations (notably morning and especially
evening M-F commute times); there is an urgent need for 4-way stop signs and/or flashing red and flashing yellow intersection signals for Bellerive,
Desert Springs, and either Rimrock or Amon collector streets. Canyon Street traffic consistently moves too fast for residential zoning. By my most recent
actual count (Saturday 12-05-15), less than 10 percent of the commuters either entering Canyon Street from collector streets or exiting Canyon Street
to collector streets bothered to stop at stop signs before entering Canyon Street, nor did drivers use turn signals either before entering or when exiting
Canyon Street. This statistical observation transgresses all demographic groups. By witnessed example: Between 11:30 am and 3:45 pm on Saturday
December 11, only 2 drivers of vehicles were observed using turn signals; not one of them stopped before entering Canyon Street ... in fact, several did
not even slow before entering Canyon Street. This is not a :”seasonal” observation, it is tear-around.
• Pay closer attention to whats going on around us. Dead end streets etc.
• traffic tickets - NO SPEED TRAPS
• Need to have landlord (that don’t live next door) have better background checks.
• Being fairly new to the community, I can’t say they need any improvement from little I have seen
• Actaully investigate reports of vandalism and vehicle prowls.
• Same as above comment - more patrols.
• ? maybe more active in community activities? Smile more?
• install stoplight cameras		
• Every contact I have had with our officers and dispatch staff has been very professional and positive. What we need to improve is our focus. I commute
to my job at CGS mostly in the morning. Drivers are doing 40 - 45 on GWW by Van Giesen, and this rises to 50 and higher by Battelle. This entire road is
posted at 35 MPH and passes through several school zones. Kids going to Jefferson, Chief Joseph, Sacajawea and Hanford schools are in danger crossing
the road from 5:30 - 8:00 am. I have contacted the city and Police Chief about this many times. We obviously as a city don’t care, as I have NEVER (20
year resident) seen a police officer on this stretch of GWW during the morning commute.
• Second item is the illegal activity in our parks. Tagging and graffiti are on the rise. There are people sleeping in the parks, leaving drug paraphernalia,
garbage, condoms, etc. in the parking lots and parks. The police are very responsive when I call about criminal activity, but we need more proactive
patrols.
• Most importantly - pedestrian and cyclist safety. I personally know over 12 people who have been struck by cars while walking or riding in Richland.
In most cases there are never any charges sought or brought against the driver. We need to educate automobile operators and frankly make some
examples of the offenders. Both Kennewick and West Richland set up “sting” operations to catch and warn drivers who violated laws and basic safety
common sense against non-motorized travellers. We need to do the same.
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• Downsizing.			
• more officers			
• more informal interface with citizens
• More movement within the city residents
• more visibility 			
• lift ban on cannabis and accept the tax moneys to fund more police officers
• Stop using poor reasons to illicit a traffic citation against the public. On more than one occasion I or a friend or family member have been stopped for
a poor un provoked reason ie; I pulled you over for a dim license plate light may i search your vehicle. I said no. I drive a new car and at the time was
driving a friends not so nice car at 2am because ,y vehicle was in repair shop. I drove for 5 minutes before getting profiled and pulled over. which has
never happened in either of my newer cars. i was Very upset because i felt like I was being preyed upon because of the way my vehicle looked. and my
light was fine
• none			
• continue community/school outreach programs
• Try to enforce the 35 MPH speed limit on GW Way north of McMurray
• LOOK INTO WAYS TO DIRECT AREA TRAFFIC TO ALTERNATIVE ROUTES THROUGH THE CITY - BOTH ENTRANCE AND EXIT WOULD GREATLY REDUCE THE
TRAFFIC JAMS AT PEAK TIMES.
• Pick up yard waste later into the year
• Inforce traffic laws ,ie. cellphone usage.
• enforce the speed limits on GWW. Stop south bound cars from stopping traffic to cross double yellow lines at the gas station where Jadwin joins GWW.
Stop people using the left lane of GWW north bound from using it as a speeding and cutting in lane.
• Can’t think of any.		
• Improve police relationships by recognizing, both verbally and by deed, WA state law that holds police to a higher standard:
•

“The legislature recognizes that RCW 9A.16.040 establishes a dual standard with respect to the use of deadly force by peace officers and private
citizens, and further recognizes that private citizens’ permissible use of deadly force under the authority of RCW 9.01.200, 9A.16.020, or 9A.16.050 is
not restricted and remains broader than the limitations imposed on peace officers.” [1986 c 209 § 3.]

• If a police officer can do it, then a citizen can - in Pasco you can kill someone if they throw a stone at you. I hope Richland does not support such action.
• Never decrease the amount of law enforcement in place, and increase as necessary and what is determined in the budget.
• Strict enforcement of drug laws and street parking laws including the streets in housing/private estates.
• I wish I had some concrete ideas. While Richland has only a “rush minute”, I do try to avoid driving during this time and use alternate routes as often
as I can.
• Think before you call 911 and use non emergency number if not a true emergency
• Maybe it isn’t possible but it would be nice to hear a status when an investigator is working on a case. Especially when surveillance video footage was
taken. I would feel safer knowing that an arrest was made when I’ve heard the person caught on video was someone they had dealt with before.
• Our RPD is doing a good job. More police patrols are needed, but can only happen if we increase the operating budget.
• I am happy with the police dept. Continue to focus on the areas and perpetrators causing trouble. Most areas seem pretty safe to me. Keep up the good
work.
• From our perspective they are doing a good job.
• Hire more Police Officers		
• I think they do what they can, I see them go down the street.
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• They need a bigger budget		
• The one time we had contact with them this year they were responding to our neighbors report of bicycle thefts. They were very professional when we
were contacted although we were of no help with the original complaint they were investigating.
• I see marked cruisers parked to monitor traffic in dangerous locations. They add to the confusion and congestion by being there. Specifically, at the
Queensgate South exit ramp getting off the interstate. Also, you need to lower the speed limit on Keane. We can hardly get out of our subdivision at
Country Ridge Drive!
• Increase ability to see city future planning on the cities website.
• none fine way it is.		
• Need more Code Enforcement to keep Central Richland neighborhoods from degrading.
• Response time			
• Give more tickets for vehicle offenses/
• More officers (recognizing budgetary constraints), tighter traffic control. Better training on handling of mentally ill.
• Body cams			
• Start issuing tickets for vehicles not accelerating fast enough on freeway onramps. It is not safe to merge at 50MPH. Also enforce minium speed limits
on the 182 on/off ramp from the bypass to queensgate drive.
• Get back stolen property 		
• We need more traffic patrols on G-Way.
• I think the department does a fine job and have no suggestions.
• regular police patrols along the trails to get the officers better tans and improved fitness.
• it would be great to see more police patroling the streets and quiet neighborhoods
• continue with all school interface
• More face to face interaction between the department and the community e.g. quarterly open forums where both the department and citizens can
share their perceptions, recommendations and experiences.
• Permanently enforce the noise code with the Gaslight. it has been three months of problems with the base playing into city homes day and night. There
have been improvements in this area but why not a permanent improvement...the other bars comply with the city code..They have the same juke boxes
and are able to keep the base music within their buildings...Why cannot Gaslight do the samething?
• checking on the activity at night at Hills West Park
• Increase fines for running red lights and change tactics for catching these idiots.
• No suggestions.			
• I think the Police do a great job, every interaction I’ve ever had has been positive.
• More police drive by neighborhoods to assure public of their presence and support.
• I believe they’re doing the best of they can. And I don’t detect racism or unecessary violence like in is happening in other city police units. So I suggest
you keep up the good job!
• They are great I see them a lot because I work in the ER. They do their job and make me feel safe to live here.
• none			
• More traffic enforcement.		
• Have their presence at the high traffic or bottle neck areas on George Washington and wellsian way
• Wouldn’t mind paying more taxes for more officers.They do a wonderful job but I like seeing them around. Even when I get a ticket.
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• We appreciate the quick response when we have called the non-emergency number with concerns about suspicious activity in the neighborhood.
• More opportunities for the law-abiding public to meet with the officers on friendly terms (i.e. not during a traffic stop) just to get acquainted on a
one-on-one basis.
• Stop light Ticket cameras and increase patrols
• more school services / education
• Bike Safety and safe bike routes for bikers.
• I think they do their best allready on always keeping the city safe .
• more patrol in neighborhoods
• There are few issues I see in S. Richland, but have to admit am not out much due to my working hrs. I am grateful for the department
• Additional patrols off of the arterials to control illegal parking and use of road areas.
• Walk in outpost offices (2 or 3) spread out across city and across Yakima river.
• Ensure it is maintained fully staffed.
• Increase staff as we have with RFD personnel. Need to have the sales tax initiative dollars matched with those from the general fund
• Wish the Police could get after the landlords on rental a little faster when there is a problem with a tenant.
• They quit picking up yard waste (green trashcan) just as the fall yard cleanup began (for me, at least). In summer I can meter yard waste into grey
dumpster.
• Good overall. 			
• none			
• More meet the police and what to do in common occuring situations. Example, when in motor vehicle accident. When tree falls across road
• Make more routine patrols in the Hills West Neighborhood during night time hours in an effort to show more of an enforcement presence to prevent
vehicle prowls that include .I.E.D’s and vandalism to the citizens living their.
• My interaction was with dispatch and I know that they take a lot of calls but I felt that I was being patronized and not taken seriously.
• Patrols on the Bypass Highway - people are drive like maniacs to and from work.
• Get the police off their donut eating asses and out on patrol!
• Time to time policemen should check traffic coming from Van Giesen and 240 streets into 240 (right turn) at rush time. Too many drivers don’t wait
green narrow light.
• No changes. Richland Police Department did a great job investigating and catching the hoodlums who vandalized my vehicle.
• Patrol Van Giesen between Bypass and W. Richland more frequently. Too many speeders . . .
• can’t think of any		
• Continue to reach out to the public and have opportunities to meet the residents in person
• I think they are doing a fantastic job.
• More street appearance. I know of 2 houses associated with drugs on my block and next block over. Including the laudromat.
• MUCH more speed monitoring on Leslie Road, Broadmoor, High Meadows and others.
• I think that patrol cars should be posted a couple of times a week in the school zone on George Washington Way at Van Giesen at around noon as drivers
are ignorant for the most part about the speed limit at that time of day during the school year. I think the presence of a patrol car and maybe seeing
a few tickets being handed out would be good. The kids from Hanford on their way to McDonald’s are some of the worst offenders and they are more
involved in talking than driving.
• the corner of gage blvd and step toe should be re-evaluated in regards to the traffic light. there should be a right turning lane going west on gage from
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step toe. also, too many drivers running red lights.
• Arrest the The Seven Dwarfs (aka The Richland City Council) for wasting public funds on the Stevens extension and the damn Duportail Bridge.
• They treat people with respect & I think they do a really good job. I am happy with our policeman & dept.
• Station a traffic control officer in intersections of concern at busy times to actually assist (direct) traffic flow.
• Stop using traffic stops as a means to supplement the city’s revenues.
• More patrols			
• Enforce noise ordernance.		
• Walking patrols in high density housing neighborhoods.
• none			
• Need more speed enforcement near high schools. The times for speeders are easy to determine (e.g., lunch schedule and end of school schedule).
• More out of vehicle interactions
• Fund additional officers.		
• require that every household have a loaded shotgun immediately accessible at all times and completely eliminate all gun free zones . (you won’t need
a police department).
• Due to the increase in door to door soliciting, especially the religious sector, increased monitoring. Ensuring they understand the rules applied to door
to door soliciting. We are seeing an increase in solicitors trying to open our doors.
• require that every residence have a loaded shotgun immediately accessible at all times and completely eliminate all gun free zones. (you won’t need a
police department).
• None. I feel the Richland police force is adequate.
• More community involvement. Tried to contact police about drug activity in my neighborhood and nobody followed up.
• Overall, they do a good job. I am in property management and sometimes they make it difficult to access information from arrests they make on our
properties. They could be a little more forthcoming with the information.
• More patrols in neighborhoods
• Police should not gather and stand around when there is an accident or other call. They need to direct traffic and prevent chaos or another accident. Only
have as many as needed to respond, secure the scene, and DIRECT TRAFFIC, not the whole department.
• Overall I think the Police do a good job in the community.
• Enforce smoking laws for youth.
• They need to be on patrol of the streets.
• See comments on panhandling above.
• I do not think that I have ever seen a police vehicle patroling on my street.
• The services to me are very good.
• More code enforcement 		
• Too much speeding in Country Ridge on Saddle Way, Bridle, and Country Ridge Road.
• Random cell phone stops to let people know they are being watched
• Expand on what is being done already; the ‘coffee with a police officer’ and more positive PR articles in the local paper.
• More police 			
• None. They are not intrusive, yet available if needed.
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• more neighbor hood presence, in the ten years i have lived
• on the plateau in south Richland i have never seen a police car
• None. Doing a great job. Love their social media interaction and how they get involved with good causes. For example the beards for United Way.
• More patrols/greater visibility in South Richland neighborhoods.
• Why improve “GREAT?” Your officers are PROFESSIONAL, they are COURTEOUS unless someone earns the disrespect of an officer, and the patrol car
drivers are both expedient and kind.
• Install red light cameras. Enforce speed limits.
• They do a fabulous job.		
• encourage officers to write fewer tickets and to try to educate people rather than fine them for relativity unimportant violations.
• We would feel more comfortable if we saw them more often driving about the neighborhood.
• None....best PD I have ever experienced!
• Why does the Bethel church hold up the RPD on traffic control when they have a traffic light....I suggest they could make better use of their time
elsewhere.........
• none noted			
• It would be good for the city to make citizens aware of the non-emergency phone number for the RPD.
• Understanding&freindly		
• I feel our Police personnel should get full protection, their precious lives should be protected well. They do a great job. Thank you.
• Quit giving speeding tickets just for the sake of meeting quota; be kinder and forgiving about it, not all are repeat speed demons. Every weekday,
there are cars running lights at the area of Van Giesen and the Bypass highway. An area where an accident is waiting to happen. The neighborhoods
around Liberty Christen, parents run through stop signs all the time, wish there was a way to communicate to the parents through a school newsletter
or something.
• More neighborhood watch programs organized with help from the city.
• When the police catch anyone painting things up make them pay for it and redo what they did.
• none			
• Richland Police services are near perfect now, in my opinion. If anything, more traffic behavior presence.
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10. What value is your household receiving for your City dollars?
Answer Options
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Response Percent
28.7%
56.7%
12.8%
1.9%
answered question
skipped question

Response Count
139
275
62
9
485
6
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11. As your household considers Richland’s Strategic Leadership Plan, please rank in order, starting with the number 1 as
your highest priority, the seven key areas you would like the Richland City Council to focus on in 2015-2017. Please
note: You will only be able to use each number once.
Answer Options
Key 1: Financial Stability and Operational Effectiveness
Key 2: Infrastructure and Facilities
Key 3: Economic Vitality
Key 4: Targeted Investments
Key 5: Natural Resources Management
Key 6: Community Amenities
Key 7: Neighborhoods and Community Safety
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Highest
Priority
1
159
61
48
3
28
19
153

2

3

4

5

108
105
83
7
39
47
79

66
111
108
22
49
45
62

58
76
99
57
57
54
57

29
61
55
86
77
98
51

Lowest
Rating Response
Priority
Average
Count
7
24
19
2.65
463
28
19
3.28
461
44
22
3.54
459
109
167
5.69
451
109
99
4.83
458
100
93
4.84
456
37
24
2.96
463
answered question
474
skipped question
17
6

12. Are there specific goals you would like Council and staff to focus on in 2015-2017?
These open ended responses are presented as written without editing.

• 1. Anytime a municipal code is changed please consider informing us on the utility bill insert by title/section and words if space is available.
• 2. Allocate city finances and personnel to mail municipal code to new residents upon utilities activation including a cover letter informing them
how to access the county, state and national codes, their responsibility to transmit this knowledge to any dependents in their household and a
schematic of their neighborhood showing mainline and sewer line locations.
• Can we revitalize the Uptown area???? We moved here in 1990 and we thought it was and eyesore then....not any improvement since then..only down
hill. This is a real problem in the Richland presentation as people enter our city.
• It is now time to take care of the Richland City residents before the following Tri-City Railway/BNSF issue becomes a public major outcry for help. The
Tri-City Railway/BNSF is now running trains to and from the “New Robertson Drive Cold Storage Facility” through or near Richland neighborhoods
before 7am, 11am, 2pm, 4pm, 9pm, and at 1am in the morning. The train horn is blowing several times and awakening residents. Please obtain an
agreement with the railway and make the train crossings “No Horn Crossings” with signs posted and with the normal railroad street crossing arms down
and flashing red lights before, during, and after the train passes through. This system is in effect in Fountain, Colorado near Colorado Springs and is very
effective. Need more outdoor lights for the far west parking lot in front of the Richland Community Center. It is so dark in that area at night and unsafe
for walking especially when the streets are wet as one cannot easily see the dip in the roadway when walking to your vehicle and it is unsafe. More
“designated handicap” vehicle parking spaces are needed at the Richland Community Center.
• Additional and improved bicycle lanes on strategic surface streets. More aggressive program for water heater upgrades (e.g., heat pump units).
• Improve Uptown
• The original Richland neighborhoods are beginning to look like slums with old cars parked on the “lawns”, houses falling apart and yards not being
taken care of. This is unfair for those of us who have invested in our property over the years. What can be done about this?
• Less political correctness in all things.
• Attracting businesses to want to move in and stay in some of our run down buildings. Eliminating the lower end yard sale look of the uptown business
area. It has the potential to be a nice shopping attraction.
• Community Safety
• More recycling available
• Nothing specific for the future. However, it was wasteful to build the monstrosity of a stage in John Dam Plaza when there is the unused Fingernail in
Howard Amon Park. It was moved there so it could be used. The area is larger and has more parking than JDP. It should have been updated and used
for concerts. Thanks for letting me vent.
• Gway, Queensgate connections
• I would like to see a performing arts center in Richland.
• lowering utility billing, specifically power. I haven’t had a raise as a state employee for the past 6 years and finally this year got a 6% raise. You are
raising electrical by 10% which will devastate us. We live in a home which already does not have a heating and cooling system due to lack of funding.
We need a chance to get a head too.
• Legal action by the railroad has delayed completion of the Center Parkway for TWELVE years. The city of Richland is not acting responsibly when they
allow this delay to continue. Access is needed for further Tapteal business development. There are no incentives for the RR to act, therefore the city
should act. Twelve years of inaction is too much.
• keep us safe and the rest will fall into place
• Traffic Congestion, Traffic Congestion, Traffic Congestion
• I’m a proponent of walking and hiking areas. I feel this is healthy for our community. I would love to have an off leash dog area where we could walk
several miles.
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• Expanding the recycling effort with regards to yard waste. You shut the program down each year before leaves have fallen? Why? Our neighborhood
uses this service with great enthusiasm but given the age of some of our residence and limited income I have to help them with pickup and removal of
their waste when previously they were able to use their green cans to dispose of this material.
• Stronger enforcement when it comes to home junk yards. We have several neighbors who over the course of the last 10 years have continually flouted
RCW rules, disposed of waste in their yards that is not permitted or up to the maximum limit allowed. When a neighborhood is faced with vermin
breading in these yards and spreading it creates a health issue, so while flying just under the rules these places become health hazards for all.
• Final one which is probably the most contentious, we have a space limitation on our streets and roadways in the city. In many cases you will find
extreme numbers of cars parked in the street at a location which when repeated at other residences you create extremely narrow paths to travel. Why
when we have been able to get boats, trailers and RV’s off our streets can we not do the same for automobiles? Yesterday while coming up Thayer I
watched as nearly 7 children who were running cross country training (legally on the sidewalk) were nearly hit as parked cars at the intersection that
was blocked the view a pickup truck with campershell. A city bus, several cars and a service vehicle came extremely close to hitting one or more of
these children as they crossed in front of this truck. The same can be said for children crossing Thayer, Van Giesen, George Washington Way (closer to
PNNL) or any of the other streets close to the schools.
• Paying attention to the shelter belt between Swift and Van Giesen- there are too many dead trees. We understand the priority of the parks, streets
etc....but we live on the shelter belt and worry every wind storm or lightening-we know there’s a history of fallen trees-big dead trees.
• Getting a better looking mall area in Richland.
• Richland Public Works needs to be cleaned up. Main streets are badly maintained. Sealing of many residential streets look like bad spider webs.
When streets are worked on they are closed and rerouted for inordinate amounts of time. Traffic control signs are badly placed or insufficient in their
instruction. Garbage trucks continue to race through neighborhoods, blasting between houses. Many traffic signals are poorly engineered; Signals at
Comstock and GWW, Lee and Jadwin, GWW and Aaron are badly programmed. The electrical infrastructure in north Richland continues to suffer too
many surges and outages. Supposedly, replacement and upgraded infrastructure is built into electrical rates, but those upgrades have not happened
and the facilities continue to age and become less reliable. Public Works and the Electrical Utility need leadership beyond the capability of the public
sector lifers occupying those positions; the amount of money that the city pours into these departments versus the return of services is poor value to
taxpayers. The Council also needs to focus on better balancing the amount of benefits (paid time off, savings match) given to city employees to reflect
the taxpayers who are paying for local government.
• I believe the city would be wise to develop a more complete waste recycling plan that would end up with everyone being required to recycle, by adding
blue containers to everyone for recycle every week, decrease garbage to every other week, maintain yard waste the way it is, and not charge for recycle
like they now do. Cutting down on land waste would help extend the land fill and provide a larger amount of recycled materials for the recyclers.
• I am unsatisfied with the types of neighborhood planning in Richland. As I drive around I see the same types of communities over and over. There
is no variety and no options as far as what type of community I’d like to live in within Richland. Smaller lots, larger lots, communities around parks,
communities with pools, communities with and without HOA’s. I would like there to be more community planning that allows residents to choose their
lifestyle. My personal goal would be to live in a community like The Lakes in West Richland, and there simply aren’t options like this in Richland itself.
Please allow for variable communities during city planning.
• Significantly improve control of traffic in all areas of Richland.
• I live on Abbot St. Behind my house is the City Owned land called the “Shelterbelt”. This area has been neglected for so long that all the trees have died
due to lack of water and then an infestation of Insects riddled the trees causing them to die. While the Shelterbelt behind Cottonwood area received
millions of dollars to improve the looks and water the trees, we have been left to water the area on our own. I can say that I am the only one in my
area who does that and I have managed to keep the trees alive behind my house, but the rest of the area within 10 - 15 houses has not watered and
most all the trees had to be cut down. I pay for my city waters to water the Cities trees. While this is costly the benefit is that I have trees alive in the
shelterbelt directly behind my house. A goal that I would like to see the City of Richland do is to put in some new trees where the old dead ones were,
and make sure the watering system is workable and the watering schedule is acceptable for new trees. I am aware that one of the planning targets for
the Shelterbelt may include a road, however looking at the city plans, that road will not come down as far as my house. So the City could at least take
care of that area without fear of having to remove any new trees it planted should the City decides to put the road in. Thanks for listening. Sincerely
George Valdez
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• George Washington Way is a pretty sad example of our City. It needs a facelift and more new businesses to keep that area vitalized. It is easy to speculate
that our City Dads are not doing enough to make our City appealing to growth. We are outdated and that hurts our economics. People would prefer
to shop where buildings are in great condition instead of looking like the buildings are ignored and forgotten. If Richland would like to make George
Washington Way a historic district then energy needs to be put on that aspect. That would be nice, but right now it is just run down.
• Yes. The double taxing. Retired seniors don’t always receive a social security living increase - yet everything else keeps going up. We are sooo overtaxed
by all levels of government. How very sad.
• 1. Drop the Duportail Bridge • 2. Drop the plan for “new” entrance at GWWay & South Richland
• Bike lanes
• Turn over the city electric utility business to Benton PUD. That should not be a city government function.
• Complete the funding for the Dupertail bridge project. Very important to alleviate traffic congestion in the area. Should be #1 priority to ensure Richland
doesn’t loose State funding already set aside. Also Welsyain Way at Aaron Drive is in critical need of traffic relief through better design.
• Preserve open space, natural and wildlife areas.
• Traffic on Queensgate freeway interchanges and Reduce lights on Bypass
• Increasing Outdoor activities (hiking trails). Development of riverfront. attracting new businesses. protecting Badger from development. restricting
new housing developments.
• No one is building any more wild land, but there are many intent on destroying what is left for short-term profit to send out of state. We made big
mistakes in the past - paving over the wetlands on Goethals, Meadow Springs, etc. Yet we haven’t learned. We still give up our best, prime riverfront
land for condos and fancy burger joints. I live right by the walking path that extends from the marina park all the way up to the port of Benton. This is
an example of a great natural resource available to everyone. Hundreds of people use the walking and biking paths everyday. We need more access to
our riverfront, not less. Stop giving it away to businesses! Decisions that will affect our community forever need to be made by the local people with a
stake in this place, not professional city bureaucrats who will be here for a few years then move up to the next rung on their career ladder.
• What is going on here? You are only allowed to rate three of these priorities.
• Building a large water park as a tourist attraction and building a performing arts theater. Keeping up with the population growth as far as shopping
venues, restaurants, and entertainment.
• Consolidationen with Pasco & Kennewich on common services that serve all three communities
• Reducing congestion on Queensgate between Keene and Duportail by widening and adding lanes and reducing congestion on Gage in the Keene to
Leslie area by making double turn lanes in the Gage/Keene intersection. Eastbound traffic could be fixed by simply repainting the lines like Kennewick
did for left turns from Col Cntr to 10th.
• Traffic problems on George Washington Way and the By Pass Highway.
• Build a North Richland Bridge to help the 3,000 people working in Pasco drive directly to the Hanford Site across the Columbia River and take his traffic
off Richland roads. Hanford is going to be here a long time and so we need to solve this traffic problem now.
• affordable housing for seniors, disabled and other vulnerable populations
• I’ve lived in Richland for 38 years. The uptown shopping complex was a major eyesore in 1977 and it’s still there! Unbelievable.
• Lift the ban on cannabis retail within the city limits of Richland. This will increase revenue for the city and reduce “black market” crime on the streets.
Regulated access is key for consumers and especially for patients, as laws will change July 1, 2016, when retail and medical cannabis are required to
combine. There is no access in Tri Cities.
• The congestion @ Queensgate Drive
• Richland has fallen dramatically behind Pasco and Kennewick in some rec facilities, ie softball fields are an example...with our weather this is a draw
benefiting youth and tourist $...Horn Rapids fiels and facilities are bad...Columbia park better but still with dated seating and facilities.
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• Yes. I’d like the City streamline their processes for efficiency, reduce paperwork (take advantage of the electronic era) and allow your employees in
the trenches to drive the changes. You have a wealth of knowledge that you are not capitalizing on and those process changes offer great savings.
(Think Six Sigma Lean.) I would also encourage the City to listen to their employees in planning the appropriate employee ratios. I believe you are
understaffed and operating inefficiently.
• Let residents use their green cans in November. If you aren’t going to put the leaves and fall cleanup “stuff” for compost (like you are doing this year-just dumping it in the landfill) then the trucks that pick up the gray cans could pick up the green cans as well on the weeks when the blue cans are
picked up. It is a major pain for the elderly to try to bag the leaves, haul them to the curb, etc. when we have green cans not being used. Look into what
most of the communities do in Wisconsin--Citizens rake their leaves to the curb and a truck comes along and vacuums up all the leaves and shreds them
at the time they are vacuumed up. Citizens don’t have to pay for plastic bags and hassle putting the leaves in the bags, landfills are not filled up with
leaves or plastic bags. It makes no sense not to use the green cans in November when most of the leaves aren’t even off the trees by the end of October.
If the green cans were dumped each week in November, chances are residents would not have leaves freeze in the cans as the leaves and debris would
only be in the green cans a maximum of seven days versus 14 days when the cans are only dumped every other week.
• It would be nice if the street sweepers could go through the neighborhoods once a month or so. I see them going down Thayer on a regular basis, but
the side streets do not get cleaned.
• Why does it take a minimum of four guys and two vehicles to respond to a power outage or a resident call for help before they even investigate the
problem. They seem to spend more time hanging out around one of the vehicles chatting among themselves and doing nothing.
• It also irritates me to see a city vehicle sitting on the street with the driver inside with the motor running and the radio blaring for 15-30 minutes at a
time or more without ever getting out of the truck.
• There are a number of corners where bushes are overgrown or tree branches hang way down so far that radio antennas get caught in the leaves and
branches which makes it difficult to see if it is safe to pull out into the intersection. Surely the garbage collection trucks know where these areas are
and could make note and report the problem areas so the maintenance crew could cut these areas or at least notify the resident or business to take
care of the problem.
• Does it make sense to allow Markel to build three restaurants in that small area across from City Hall? Where are people suppose to park? Do we really
need THREE more restaurants squashed in such a small location in such a busy intersection and part of town?
• Yes! Fill in that pit on GW Way where the community center used to be!!!!!. Plant something!
• Get the dupertail bridge in
• Be serious about a cross community (w/Kennewick) push to get a performing arts auditorium. We are sorely lacking being able to host our own
performers let alone being in quality acts from all over.
• Not catering to anything Kadlec wants, such as closing Goethals and requiring people to use the very beaten up street, Gilmore. Richland citizens
always seem lose out when Kadlec is involved.
• Continued diversification and growth of the business community and non-Hanford related job opportunities.
• Community safety is always goal 1, however beautifying the end of the bypass at the end of Stevens and Jadwin would be a nice touch :)
• 1) I am very concerned that the City of Richland does not have easily accessed hazardous waste disposal available. We also have a home in the VERY
sparsely populated Wallowa Valley in Oregon. We have access to hazardous waste disposal every other week there...what’s wrong here? 2) I am
appalled by the way the city/ies have allowed seemingly endless building to mar the once gorgeous hills that surround the Tri-Cities. The views were
one factor in our decision to retire here.
• Keeping water, sewer, electric rates down in the Tri-Cities. We have much wind here in the Tri Cities. I see wind turbines in the hills. What are we
using this for? Are we selling it to other states? I think of the poor and financially depressed population. How are they able to keep up with the rate
increases? Are they working for electricity??
• NEW BUILDING AND ROADS TO COVER THE NEW TRAFFIC
• TriCity Off Leash dog Park and ElderDay care services
• Sustainability of population and quality of life with respect to to future water supply limitation on growth.
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• Listening to the people. I don’t feel like my opinion or anyone’s opinion matters. City Council is going to do what City Council wants to do. For example,
NOBODY who lives in South Richland wants further development along the Amon Wasteway, but even if every single person had come to the meetings
and voiced their disgust on this issue, the Richland City Council will not heed the people’s voice. Even before it was voted on, the through sign for Rachel
Road was installed on Steptoe. How telling is that?! City Council is NOT a voice of the people of Richland. I am sure this survey is another waste of my
time.
• Yes, we submitted verbal and written communication to the city offices and council, and received no reply regarding the fourth of July fireworks
this year. Why can’t the council representatives reply, and more important, why are we allowing endangerment to our town? Your goal, should be
better communications to the people who have elected you. Place your emphasis on police, fire, emergency services and NOT new roads, bridges, and
economic development.
• #1 is to be fiscally responsible. Don’t make pension/insurance/benefit promises to collective bargaining units that will swamp us down the road. Run a
tight ship financially.
• Continue efforts to revitalize the uptown area.
• Use the Planning Committee as a resource for planning. It appears to me that most of their recommendations are ignored. The city is more interested in
developers’ goals than providing for the welfare of city citizens.
• Rerouting G. Wash way and Jadwin into one way streets to ease the flow of traffic from the Aaron drive intersection to Symons or Williams streets.
• Changing to a different consulting engineering firm. In the study to expand Queensgate capacity consideration was given to using a traffic circle at
Queensgate & Keane. What a stupid idea. The city should never have funded that ridiculous idea. This tells me your civil engineering consulting firm
lacks good judgement. I have lived all over the western United States and even Canada. In all other communities I have lived in exploration of that kind
of idea never would have been funded with city dollars. Clearly time for a change in thinking.
• We need more emphasis on Code Enforcement to keep Central Richland neighborhoods safer.
• Sort out the Amon Basin situation. We should have had a natural park there rather than a
•

contractor’s idea of such an operation.

• South Richland development. We have an amazing development, without the adequate roads to access. The Queensgate freeway entrances/exits do
not accomodate the people that live here. Cloverleaf entrances and exits to increase the flow and an optional entrance/exit on the following exit would
really help. Why would you build another middle school next to an existing middle school. West Richland could use a High School and South Richland
could use a Middle school. The land across the street from Yokes on Keene Rd. would be accessable to students of 3 elementary schools and give them
access to 2 playing fields at Badger Community Park if needed. What a great way of building a community. Does the transit still consider us rural? Last
time I tried to use the bus they came every hour. The Bus schedule should accomodate students that want to get to school since the school doesn’t
provide service for 0 hour.
• Participation in cultural arts center and water park
• inner city revitalization
• bringing in more entertainment/activities for families
• Community gigabit Fiber internet! Charter is a nightmare.
• Please preserve open spaces, don’t build on every square inch of available land! Open space is precious, even if left natural. Ability to walk and bike is
crucial, especially with the growing population and increasing traffic.
• Home lots that the City owns - sell the lots!
• Within the last year we have had a person enter into our house but happen to have someone home that scared the person off and we also had someone
go through our cars. We did not have anything in them for them to take anything though. We live on George Washington way so no one question
anything vs living on a quiet street. Heard about other people experiencing the same things.
• Update water lines throughout older neighborhoods
• Get Queensgate Drive Extension and Duportail Bridge done. Put center dividing line on curve of Shockely Road going into Queensgate Drive and at top
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of Westcliff Blvd where concrete barriers are located. These locations are unsafe because too many automobiles are not in there proper lane.
• because too many automobiles are not in their proper lanes.
• Traffic on the main north/south arterials is miserable during many hours of the day, even outside rush hours. I simply do not understand why we
continue to give such exclusive priority to accessing these arterials from the side streets. There are too many accesses onto GW Way, Jadwin and the
Bypass, and the street lights are far too responsive to just one or a few cars triggering the lights, which muddles up the “primary arterials” for the many
to the super-convenience of a few. Those accessing from the side streets simply need to wait a little longer when traffic is heavy, just like those of us
on the main arterials.
• Please provide a detailed view of how the proposed Duportail bridge will work. Include estimates of travel time to the shops, removal of slow vehicles
from the 182 bridge and an image of a very beautiful spiral bridge that turns a few times before dumping out on the hill. I am undecided about this
plan but may become a fan with a clear description of the plan,
• bring in more activities for our youth, would help with crime
• Expand economic development of South Richland near Walmart. Continue to bring in new stores not located at the mall (Pottery Barn, William Snomia,
Restoration Hardward, Ann Taylor, etc. Fix traffic issues on Leslie/Gage. Continue to make Richland parks the best in Tri-Cities. Give tax breaks to
independent restaurants to become a restaurant hub for the Tri-Cities.
• Find a reasonable compromise on the planned Rachael Road extension.
• Be more proactive with bar owners and their juke boxes. Xeroscape home areas and parks.
• Build a nicer administration building for the city manager.and other offices. Build a nice fire station. Fix the roads so they are not cracked and sealed
all over..esp in residential areas.
• Get people to slow down esp on the bypass highway..Get pedestians to wear reflective clothing at night so they can be seen and not run over. give
tickets for distracted walking across cross walks..as well as distracted driving..Leave the green garbage cans out longer when they are so needed when
the leaves fall...so November would still be taking green cans and move the green can pick up later in the Spring.. Also what does the city do with all
there multitude of trucks and vehicles so Richland residents can pick up some good used vehicles.?
• The above goals are good ones.
• Traffic easing between north and south Richland.
• Put a speed limit sign on the Queensgate exit because there is none and cars have to merge without stopping. It is dangerous.
• Making sure water pressure is secure all over the city. South Richland, in particular, the Orchard Hills area (including all Orchard Hills HOA’s and the
surrounding areas) have very low water pressure. Residents have spent thousands on inspecting their own lines to find out this is a city issue, yet the
city has done nothing about it. Some households are running 1-2 sprinklers on a line during the summer, and don’t have enough pressure to fill a gallon
in under a minute from the kitchen faucet. A water survey for each home in this area (and any area reporting low pressure) would be ideal, and then
help the homes that identify low pressure to understand what they need to do if it turns out to be an issue from the street feed.
• I would like very much for Richland to have a sewage dump station like the one in Couer d’ Alene. Since the one at Columbia Point was removed, I have
to drive to Pasco to dump the sewage tank in my trailer when I return from a camping trip.
• If you are going to encourage growth, do it someplace where there isn’t already a traffic or parking problem like the planned market place where the
big hole is. There is already no place to park there and driving in that area is impossible for three hours each weekday.
• More and more of the City core is looking like a run-down, rust belt community.
• Keep up the good work. Very happy with the city.
• Finding good tenants for the big buildings on Jadwin that are empty or mostly empty. Renovating Uptown so it is getting better over time instead of
going downhill.
• economic vitality
• Again I am unable to check my choices on this page. For my recommendation I would not assume that the person taking this survey knows what
the plans are for our city. I am not home a lot and feel un-informed and could not give this survey my knowledgeable opinion. I do see a lot of new
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building, and see the traffic pile up will be a disaster. Seems the city is only looking at the $ signs and not what is best for our daily lives
• No.
• Community safety (law and fire) should be prioritized higher than parks and recreation. Aging infrastructure (streets and city owned buildings) are
deteriorating and need attention. Code enforcement in the central section of our city needs to be significantly stepped up and the codes modified to
meet the needs of revitalizing this area.
• Congestion in the Queensgate area. Duportail bridge
• While the listed goals are good, ranking them in your context seems inappropriate bacause of the interdependency each has on the other. Example,
if the goal is Community Amenities it would seem this goal is dependent on other stated goals such as 1,2,3,4,5,7. What does community amenities
mean - neighborhood safety, infrastructure and facilities?
• Building the Duportail Bridge. Putting a stoplight at 240 and Kingsgate.
• Ensuring that all measures are taken to prevent contaminated storm water and sewage run on in the Columbia and Yakima rivers, these are vital
resources to the community and makes it ever so much more valuable to the residents residing here.
• Roads and transportation, the more we grow causes increased volumes of traffic and our roads cannot support this volume, we need to fix this problem
before it gets worse than it already is.
• Stop taking City “Staff”’s advice! Otherwise WHY DO WE NEED A City council!!!! We can just let City “Staff” run the city!
• Operational Effectiveness on existing resources!
• Parks, alleyways, and some streets have puncture vine (goathead) growing, which are listed as noxious weeds. They should be eradicated.
• City of Richland and individual property owners need to purchase back, from the CORPS, the riverfront property which is no longer needed for flood
control. The CORPS does not have anyone’s best interest in mind. They have even told us that the prices for “real estate” (such as a spot to put down
stepping stones, is charged according to what the CORPS inspectors need to be paid. It is wrong.
• We need to do more to plan for and hasten the transition from fossil fuels to low-carbon fuels. This would include promoting electric vehicles and
charging stations (autos and buses), promoting energy conservation more (I know of the revolving fund to make loans, but I think more could be done
to promote this), and promoting solar energy installations. It would also involve adopting a resolution in support of a carbon fee and dividend that
would steadily and predictably raise the price of fossil fuels relative to low-carbon alternatives while returning the fees collected to the people as a
monthly dividend (thus avoiding growth in government).
• Eventual removal of the power poles all along George Washington Way. Keep all city streets in good condition.
• Duportail Bridge
• Bring good restraurants back into Richland- quit pricing them out w high rent and taxes and clean up George Wahington Way past Safeway north. It’s
embarrassing!
• Take a good look at the real goals and their application to the residents. For instance, I see repeated reference here to Library services. What percentage
of citizens actually use Library services? Is it proportional to the City’s emphasis and expenditures of resources? Another issue is neighborhood traffic
control - speeding. With the long straight streets in some areas and much more traffic than some streets should be handling, speeds are predominately
50% to 100% over the speed limit or over any sort of safe condition.
• keeping our natural resources in tact. no more building near or in our natural habitats.
• Relieving traffic congestion by Winco, Fred Meyer, and the Queensgate area.
• Canceling the Stevens extension to Duportail and canceling the Duportail Bridge.
• Achieving and protecting more open space so the community can use it and enjoy it.
• City Parks Improvements; drinking faucets are always broken; protection of wildlife in the Columbia River; Fishing ramp broken until brought to City
attention; Enforcement of leash law in City Parks- too much dog excrements.
• Enforce residential requirements to maintained all property in presentable condition.
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• Yes, it would be nice to have a longer period for green garbage can collection in the fall by at least two weeks. Also to focus not only on the needs of
south Richland but re-investing in central and north Richland. To place garbage cans along the by pass highway walking path between Van Giesen and
Jadwin. Also more focus on the storm drains in older neighborhoods where there is obvious sewage leaking as well as updating water and sewer lines.
• no
• The Queensgate interchange needs a full cloverleaf (not traffic circles) to eliminate the need for left hand turns to enter/leave the interstate.
• Do not our parks for business development. The additional businesses going in at Columbia Point appear to be reducing the park - certainly the parking
lot access and adding a great deal of congestion to the area.
• Traffic issues.
• Get rid of the eyesore hole in the ground as you enter Richland heading north on GWW.
• all “amenities” should be consumption based. If you use it you pay for it.
• More focus on evaluating our water resources with increased construction and population.
• Children’s museum and performing arts center
• Need of a parking garage Near Howard Amon park. Fill the hole left from removal of the old Community Center on the east side of G-Way (This as been
there way to long, looks ugly when you enter the city.)
• A true downtown/water front. We will continue to loose the 20 - 35 age group unless we provide them things to do on a regular basis. There is
NOTHING to do in this city from November - March. Build and support a true downtown/waterfront. Clean family fun in the winter.
• I would like the Council and staff to consider infrastructure improvements. Specifically traffic management projects on George Washington Way and
the Bi-Pass highway. Also, as I mentioned before look at the safety of intersections in residential neighborhoods. Specifically, consider adding stop
signs on streets in residential neighborhoods. My personal experience leads me to believe that a number of the intersections on Davison Ave are unsafe.
I have personally witnessed two near misses. One at the intersection of Spengler and Davison, where a child was almost hit by a speeding vehicle on
Spengler. The second was at the intersection of Snyder and Davsions, and involved a car in Davison and a speeding truck with a boat trailer on Snyder.
I believe that converting the both of theses intersections to 4-way stops (Snyder & Davison, Spengler & Davison) would solve this problem, reduce
speeding in this residential neighborhood, and make the intersections safer for vehicles and pedestrians.
• Maintaining local parks and constructing more sidewalks in neighborhoods (some neighborhoods have no sidewalks at all)
• Economic development, i.e. new businesses while at the same time try to keep the franchise businesses to a minimum.
• Exerting control over the city attorney and the city code enforcement. Firing the old city attorney was a good first step, but code enforcement needs to
have much more oversight so that they stop running amok and covering up their failures and stop committing perjury. Code enforcement being able
to read maps would be a great first step, so that they would stop going after the wrong property owners.
• Yes, get the Duportail Bridge project completed.
• Cutting overhead costs that add little value
• Better parks
• No.
• Keep Richland a low crime, family-oriented, fiscally sound, desirable community to live in. Resist where possible buying expensive renewable (wind,
solar) electricity.
• Address and eliminate panhandling in the city
• There are too many dead end streets and not enough through streets in the city. We need more bridges across the Yakima. We need better access to
the freeways.
• The traffic congestion out on 240 headed to Horn Rapids. Lots of trucks, and lots of traffic.
• Reduce taxes on those living on a fixed income. Reduce taxes overall.
• The city needs to move forward on a solar farm project for residents, similar to what is being done by the PUD in Kennewick and Pasco. We need to lead
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on clean energy, beyond even our use of hydropower and nuclear power.
• Duportail bridge
• Establish something unique that will make Richland a destination location.
• #1. Construct the Dupertail bridge. Soon. The current traffic situation is very unsafe. Getting to South Richland from Central Richland is dangerous and
inconvenient. Find the money and build the bridge. #2. Aquatic Center/Community pool in South Richland. #3. Sidewalks and fully paved streets in
South Richland. #4. Ban mobile food trucks from the city.
• Reduce waste on unnecessary projects that do not accomplish their goals. Example: the Bypass Highway sound wall.
• More pubic housing for people who are on disability and need lower apartment rent.
• Stop putting so much money into parks and focus on what is the most needed such as traffic safety, infrastructure and bringing new businesses into the
city. Not that these are not done well now, but it sure does seem like we spend a lot of money for parks that are used primarily by out of town people.
A lot of them are trouble makers and you cannot say they are bringing tax revenue into the city.
• Duportail bridge. G-way congestion. Combining library with Benton County system. Provide competition (lower rates) for cable TV/Internet. Consider
privatizing garbage service. Tax Kadlec.
• Better public input. If people are too ***** lazy to fill out and mail in ballots then a better means must be found for input, especially about how money
is being spent.
• please do not try to incorporate any more rural areas. it only places more stress on the limited city resources.
• The market place patterned after Pike Street Market on George Washington way that would “fill up” the excavation done years ago.
• One note on recycling wood....The city has a make work project at the landfill.....instead of letting residents claim very usable wood they grind it up into
useless chips with a very expensive machine that requires allot of maintenance because of the metal in the wood......The city proclaims it recycles..HA
HA what a laugh in this area ...R H Berndt berndt007@charter.net
• Staff development and employee safety & health
• Safety, get the community involved. I also like the idea of having resources available to make our houses nicer through financial programs. More
sidewalks could be a nice addition to our community
• The city needs to address the old business facilities and the Uptown is the icon of this issue (or more specific everything in the area between Jadwin
and GW Way and Symons and Williams). The buildings are dated and poorly maintained and an eyesore for the City. While I can respect that these are
private business, the collective management of them has left Richland with an unattractive business center and is now a hindrance to Richland. With
10,000 Tri-City residents per day passing through/by Richland, the commercial value for food and beverage business is phenomenal (look what the
investment in the old Gaslight has done). And as a minimum the City is missing out on significant revenue in unrealized taxes that would be associated
with more profitable business. Beyond that, while we have a few places to go have a beer after work (Towne Crier and Uptown), there is no place to
take the families or out of town visiting clients. So, when I have clients in town, I leave Richland proper and often go to Kennewick. I would be happen
to discuss further, but revitalizing the above mentioned area of Richland is the key to achieving all of the City’s goals and without it, we are just another
city with a great history slowly fading into obscurity.
• Safety for everyone. Includes streets, police and parks too.
• none
• Allow marijuana to be sold legally in Richland.
• Reduce gang presence and influence. arrest and deport illegal residents.
• Better planning on development Richland is turning into a city different communities, no central identity.
• There is no downtown, we are one big suburb.
• Further development of Howard Amon park to serve our expanding retiree base: outdoor bocce ball court, horseshoe pits, and/or volleyball-badmintoncroquet areas.
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
13. What is your age?
Answer Options
Under 21
21-39
40-64
65-80
Over 80

Response Percent

Response Count

0.2%
11.9%
48.6%
34.0%
5.2%
answered question
skipped question

1
57
233
163
25
479
12

Response Percent

Response Count

5.4%
13.3%
11.2%
12.9%
25.5%
19.7%
12.0%
answered question
skipped question

26
64
54
62
123
95
58
482
9

14. How long have you lived in Richland?
Answer Options
Less than 1 year
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years
21-35 years
36-50 years
More than 50 years
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15. In which area of Richland do you live?
Answer Options
North of Williams
South of Williams and north (or east) of the Yakima River
South (or west) of the Yakima River
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Response Percent

Response Count

42.9%
21.1%
36.0%
answered question
skipped question

207
102
174
483
8
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Welcome to the City of Richland's 2015 Community Survey!
This survey should take less than 10 minutes of your time. If you need to leave the survey, you may
close it and return to it from the same computer.
Your participation in this survey will help the Richland City Council and staff plan Richland's future.
All survey results will be available in January on the City's website at www.ci.richland.wa.us; some
survey results will be included in the 2015 Annual Performance Report, which includes statistics on
how well the City performed in 2015. This information is also used in the City Manager's Proposed
Budget.
Thank you in advance for your time!

Satisfaction Levels

As you think about the City of Richland, please rate your satisfaction level with each of the following.
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Safety In Your Neighborhood
Overall Library Services
Overall Parks Services
Overall Recreation Services
Cleanliness Of Streets
Water Quality
The City As A Place To Live
Direction The City Is Now Headed
The City’s Future Planning
Pavement Condition
Availability and Safety of Sidewalks
Solid Waste Collection Services

City Information
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As you think about the City of Richland, please indicate where you obtain information about city services,
programs and projects. (Choose as many as apply.)
CityView TV (Cable Channel 192 and Streaming)
City of Richland Facebook Page
City of Richland Twitter Account
City of Richland Website
City of Richland YouTube Channel
Printed City Materials
Richland Utility Bill Inserts
Local Newspaper
Local Radio Station
Local TV Station

As a Richland resident, please indicate how informed you are about city services, programs and projects.
Very Well Informed
Somewhat Informed
Not Informed

Ambulance Services

Did you or someone in your household use the Richland Ambulance Services (EMS) within the past 12
months?
Yes
No
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Based on your experience, please indicate your satisfaction level with the services of Richland Ambulance
Services (EMS).
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Fire Department Services

Did you or someone in your household use the services of the Richland Fire Department within the past 12
months?
Yes
No

Based on your experience, please indicate your satisfaction level with the services of the Richland Fire
Department.
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Police Services

Did you or someone in your household have contact with the Richland Police Department within the past 12
months?
Yes
No
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Your city utility and tax dollars help pay for police and fire protection, water, sewer, garbage,
stormwater and electric utilities, long and short-range planning not including capital projects, parks
and recreation facilities and programs, maintenance of city streets and public facilities, and library
services. The 2014 estimated cost is $241.
With this in mind, please answer the following question.
What value is your household receiving for your City dollars?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Strategic Priorities - Future Planning

In 2008, Richland City Council and staff took the first steps on a journey of transformation to make
our local government more responsive and effective for you and future residents.
Based on what our citizens told us, through previous community surveys, at public meetings, in emails and phone calls, we visualized Richland in the year 2030. Then, we created a Strategic
Leadership Plan to reach that vision.
Our plan depends on “Seven Keys To Unlock Our Future.” These Keys are (1) Financial Stability and
Operational Effectiveness, (2) Infrastructure and Facilities, (3) Economic Vitality, (4) Targeted
Investments, (5) Natural Resources Management, (6) Community Amenities, and (7) Neighborhoods
and Community Safety.
You can find more information about the keys and their objectives on the City’s website at
www.ci.richland.wa.us.
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As your household considers Richland’s Strategic Leadership Plan, please rank in order, starting with the
number 1 as your highest priority, the seven key areas you would like the Richland City Council to focus on
in 2015-2017.
Please note: You will only be able to use each number once.
Highest
Priority - 1

2

3

4

5

6

Lowest
Priority - 7

Key 1: Financial Stability and Operational
Effectiveness
Key 2: Infrastructure and Facilities
Key 3: Economic Vitality
Key 4: Targeted Investments
Key 5: Natural Resources Management
Key 6: Community Amenities
Key 7: Neighborhoods and Community Safety

Are there specific goals you would like Council and staff to focus on in 2015-2017?

Demographics

This information will help ensure that this survey reflects a cross-section of Richland’s population.
Please help by providing the following information.
What is your age?
Under 21
21-39
40-64
65-80
Over 80
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How long have you lived in Richland?
Less than 1 year
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years
21-35 years
36-50 years
More than 50 years

* In which area of Richland do you live?
North of Williams
South of Williams and north (or east) of the Yakima River
South (or west) of the Yakima River

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this community survey!
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2015 COMMUNITY SURVEY
An assessment by citizens of Richland’s Strategic Leadership Plan.
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